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Summary 
 

1. Consultation on a draft Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy for Cornwall was 
undertaken between the 22nd August and the 12th September as the first stage in developing 
the final strategy. An initial 3 week period was used to gain comments on a proposed strategy 
and feedback received will be used to develop the final strategy which will be made available 
for a further 3 week period – enabling a full 6 weeks of consultation on the final strategy. 
 

2. A total of 48 responses were received during the three week consultation period.  
 
3. In terms of context setting, a number of suggestions for improvement were received including 

improved links to information and more explanation about the various terms used. 
 

4. Some respondents were happy with the vision in the current version of the homelessness 
strategy although many thought it needed to be more ambitious. These included comments 
around shorter waiting lists, less overcrowding, better access to the support that people need 
and always treating vulnerable people with dignity and respect. 

 
5. The majority of respondents were happy with the three main priorities – prevention, 

intervention and recovery as they were with the three main principles of being person centred, 
delivering excellence services and working together more effectively. 

 
6. Prevention – generally respondents were happy with this section which includes advice and 

guidance, homelessness services and prevention tools. Suggestions for improvements were fed 
back and these will be taken into account in the development of the final strategy. 

 
7. Intervention – respondents were generally happy with the sections under intervention with 

suggestions for further improvement including better use of empty properties, the need for 
pet friendly accommodation and having a better understanding of how many rough sleepers 
there actually are. 

 
8. Recovery – this section looks at those with complex needs and respondents suggested ways in 

which the strategy could support better partnership working to meet the needs of the 
individual. Different types of accommodation are needed to support households toward more 
settled accommodation with the use of empty homes and holiday homes suggested, as well as 
better relationships with the private rented sector. 

 
9. Delivery Plan – respondents suggested elements that could be included in the delivery plan 

that will be produced now that a final draft strategy can be produced following the feedback 
given on the initial draft strategy. 

 
10. There was general agreement that a new Homelessness Forum be convened to enhance 

partnership working. 
 

11. Comments received will be used to further develop a revised strategy document. 
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Introduction 
 

12. Significant consultation and engagement with service users and partners has taken place and 
this has resulted in the development of a draft strategy.  
 

13. Consultation on the draft Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy for Cornwall (appendix 1) 
was undertaken between the 22nd August and the 12th September 2019 as the first stage in 
developing the final strategy. This initial 3 week period was intended to gain comments on a 
proposed strategy and feedback received will be used to develop the final strategy which, 
together with the proposed delivery plan, will be made available for final comment. 

 
14. The final version of the Strategy will be made available for a further 3 week period – enabling a 

full 6 weeks of consultation on the final strategy. 
 

15. An e-mail was sent to over 200 housing contacts with a request to distribute links to the draft 
strategy and online questionnaire as widely as they could.  

 

Response and Analysis 
 

 Respondents 
 
16. A total of 49 responses were received during the three week consultation period.  
 

A. Context 
 
Question 1: Do you have any comments on the ‘Context’ section? Is there 
anything you consider needs adding to this section? 
 

17. The ‘context’ section sets out the background to homelessness in Cornwall and includes 
references to what we mean by ‘homelessness’, the legislation in place, the reasons why some 
people are more susceptible to becoming homeless and what homelessness costs the ‘public 
purse’. 
 

18. Almost two-thirds of respondents answered this question (Appendix 2) with a quarter in 
agreement or with no further comment to make. Other comments made suggested that the 
context section could also include reference to: 
 The source of the data; 
 Loss of a job; 

 The cost of living; 

 The complexity of some people’s needs; 

 Eviction; and 

 Young people. 
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Question 2: Do you have any comments on the ‘Homelessness in Cornwall’ 
section? Is there anything you consider needs adding to this section? 

 
19. The ‘homelessness in Cornwall’ section aims to provide some background information on how 

many people approach for assistance, the types of households that are assisted in different 
ways and how many households have ended up sleeping on the streets or living in temporary 
accommodation. 

 
20. Comments received in response to this question include (Appendix 3):  

 Clearer definitions of different types of help; 

 Complexity of needs; 

 Information on what is already being achieved. 
 

Question 3: Is the current vision still relevant? If we were to revise the current 
vision, what would you consider to be the most relevant/necessary change to 
be made? 
 

21. The current homelessness strategy includes a vision – and this question was designed to get an 
insight into whether or not this vision needs to be revised. If so what should we now be 
considering including. Appendix 4 contains a list of all the comments received. 
 

22. 8 of the 30 responses (27%) were happy with the current vision. Other respondents did suggest 
it could be more ambitious with comments including: 

 ‘Less people on housing waiting lists and in overcrowded housing; 

 Everyone having the right to easier access of mental health and other support services; 

 I think a point in the vision addressing support for those who 'chose' a life on the streets or 
continue to be rejected from accommodation due to the complexity of their needs or 
behaviour is needed; 

 And to treat people with dignity and respect in during times of vulnerability; 

 Yes, it’s still relevant but if it were to be revised perhaps in addition to the comments above, 
a reference to supporting people to access accommodation that meets individual 
households needs and enables/encourages them to engage in their communities.’ 

 

Question 4: Do you have any comments to make on the use of these three 
priorities in Cornwall’s homelessness and rough sleeping strategy? 
 

23. Three main priorities are identified in the new homelessness and rough sleeping strategy– 
prevention, intervention and recovery – which reflect the priorities as identified in the national 
rough sleeping strategy and are relevant to all homeless households. 

 Prevention in the context of Cornwall’s approach to homelessness will focus on providing 
timely and tailored advice, guidance and support before anyone becomes homeless; 

 Intervention is about helping families and individuals who are in crisis get swift, targeted 
support to get them into appropriate accommodation or off the streets; 

 Recovery in this context is about supporting people to find a new home and rebuild their 
lives. 
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24. In terms of responses, appendix 5 lists all those received including: 

 ‘Each priority is important, in many cases prevention is preferable as prevents upheaval and 
distress. obviously this is not always the case so being aware, proactive and the 'recovery' 
priority is needed to support people through change.  
these three priorities are the ones to focus on; 

 These seem to be the right priorities; 

 The biggest and most useful thing would be to engage with landlords and outreach services. 
Landlords need to be encouraged to take those on benefits and reduce rents. We need 
incentive schemes. We need to sign them up for our Private rent service. We need to 
prevent illegal or no-fault evictions where possible. We need to reassure the landlords over 
their taxes and rates; 

 This should include people who are also working, not just those on benefits; 

 Prevention has to be the key.  Adequate help available in every town so there is easy access; 

 To help with prevention I think it would be helpful to provide training to community groups, 
faith organisations and the charity sector so that staff and volunteers are upskilled to know 
what advice to give, what help is on offer and where to go for it. This could be supported by 
a very simple guide for homelessness. I raise this as it can be a little confusing knowing 
what support is on offer and where particularly in light of recent changes to homelessness 
provision.’ 

 

Question 5: Do you have any comments to make on the use of these three 
principles within Cornwall’s homelessness and rough sleeping strategy? 
 

25. Consultation and engagement activities undertaken during the preparation of this strategy 
have identified three main principles that should run throughout the new strategy – i.e. the 
Strategy needs to:  

 Be person centred – the focus should be on the person rather than on processes;  

 Transform systems to enable continual improvement – looking at how we all deliver 
homelessness services; 

 Facilitate working together - the successful delivery of this strategy is dependent on joint 
working with a number of partners including internal departments, social landlords 
working in Cornwall, statutory bodies, voluntary sector agencies and faith and community 
groups. 

 
26. 19 respondents commented on this question and these are listed in appendix 6. A few of the 

comments are included below: 

 ‘thoroughly endorse more face to face contact as the service has increasingly moved to 
back office, leaving helpful but non specialist staff to deal with people in crisis; 

 all three are clear, and explain why they are necessary and relevant; 

 Identifying 'buddies' who have been through homelessness successfully and who can advise 
people of what to do and not to do; 

 Absolutely fine but how will you do this? 

 To be trauma-informed is wonderful, but to be trauma-responsive for people there is a need 
for innovative, therapeutic services that cater for homelessness / complex needs client 
group whose dual diagnosis often prevents them from accessing support.  Buy-in from 
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across health, ASC etc. to source practitioners and commission pilots to see if they help 
could mean that we don’t just listen and can’t do anything, but we listen and can refer 
people to appropriate support services.’ 

 

Question 6: Are there any other priorities or principles that we need to 
consider? 
 

27. The intention behind Question 6 is to ascertain whether there are any other priorities or 
principles that respondents felt should be included. 23 comments were received in response to 
this question and these are listed in Appendix 7 and include: 

 ‘Homelessness does not always involve people - they may have pets/animals to consider 
and in a relationship breakdown pets cannot be rehomed with the children.   If they could, 
then children would feel more secure and comforted with their pets moving with them; 

 the development and use of innovative and targeted initiatives Such as 'Housing First' 
(amongst other) which draw agencies with joint outcome interest to contribute to 
supporting the issue.’ 

 
28. Strategy influence: comments received will be used to further develop the context element of 

a revised strategy document including better links to data sources, clearer definitions, a 
section on what is already being achieved and a more ambitious vision. 

 

B. Prevention 
 
Question 7: Is there anything else we need to add in terms of advice and 
guidance?  

 
29. Ensuring anyone at risk of homelessness has access to timely and tailored advice, guidance and 

support is crucial in helping to prevent homelessness. The Homelessness Reduction Act places 
statutory duties on authorities but there is much that can be done in addition to this and this 
question’s purpose is to find out what else should be on offer. 
 

30. 16 comments were received in response to this question and these are listed in Appendix 8. A 
selection of the comments received are listed below: 

 ‘Have a dedicated number, contact information, make this widely available and for all other 
services to have this to give to people (social services, healthcare practitioners etc.); 

 Ensure that the benefits agency, GP surgeries, health and community centres, local charities 
etc. have simple notices that advise people of what to do to prevent homelessness and 
what to do if they are concerned; 

 Develop an educational programme for delivery into schools about housing options, what 
housing choices are realistically available and how to avoid becoming homeless; 

 Safety – how to stay safe on the streets, wellbeing, needle exchange; 

 No wrong door.’ 
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Question 8: Have you any comments to make on the proposals listed under 
‘Homelessness Services’?  
 

31. A range of services are available to anyone at risk of homelessness to prevent their 
homelessness. The purpose of this question was to find out if there was anything else that 
should be included in this section. 
 

32. 14 responses were received to this question and are listed in appendix 9. A selection of 
comments are provided below with many referring to the need for effective and joint training 
for all involved and how to ensure self-help guides are widely communicated and accessible to 
all. 

 ‘Self help tools: is there any evidence that these are effective? Is there a way to back up 
with some facilitation and guidance face to face? Officer training: needs to be classroom 
based (not over the net) and would benefit from officers from other disciplines receiving it 
or perhaps a version of it. 

 Also staff development in MH; D & A; DASV. Clarity of services available for individuals.’ 
 

Question 9: Do you have any comments to make about ‘Prevention Tools’? Are 
there any other tools we should be considering?  
 

33. To help prevent homelessness in the future there are a range of ‘tools’ available that can help 
build a person’s resilience such as tenancy sustainment and raising public awareness as to the 
risk of homelessness. 
 

34. 16 respondents answered this question. Appendix 10 lists all comments and a few are given 
below: 

 ‘Prevention tools should include demonstrating the advantages of functional family units 
and the numerous advantages of self help and family unity. Early intervention and 
education in basic citizenship at schools would pay dividends; 

 Working with landlords to ensure accommodation is affordable and in good state of repair; 

 Discharge planning tools (system based) eg for those coming out of mental health 
provision, hospital.’ 

 

Question 10: Is there anything else you would like to add into this priority? 
 

35. The purpose of this question is to provide respondents with the opportunity to add anything 
they think is relevant to preventing homelessness and should be included in the new strategy. 
All comments are listed in Appendix 11 and include the need to be person focussed in any 
response as well as the use of more direct payments to landlords and better working with 
landlords. Comments included: 

  ‘consider where you are housing the person, is the area suitable if the person is vulnerable, 
should they be housed away from areas where they might be targeted by those who use 
drugs or commit crime; 

 The landlord Incentive Scheme has been extremely effective in decreasing bed-blockage in 
Supported Accommodation and preventing early tenancy breakdown so a prevention tool 
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could be to continue to work with the private rented sector to not only prevent 
homelessness but prevent there being a block for rough sleepers to access services.’ 

 
36. Strategy influence: comments received will be used to further develop the ‘prevention’ 

element of a revised strategy document including looking at how we can make more people 
aware of the services available, joint training events for those working in homelessness 
services and better working with landlords. 

 

C. Intervention 
 
Question 11: Have you any comments to make on the ‘loss of home’ section?  
 

37. 17 respondents answered this question - the purpose of which was to enable respondents to 
describe solutions that would work from their perspective and experience in helping families 
and individuals who are in crisis get swift, targeted support to get them into accommodation 
or off the streets. Appendix 12 lists all eligible responses – and a selection are described below: 

 ‘aim higher, always aim to not just meet the 6 weeks target say, do all that is possible to 
have a family places in a shorter timeframe; 

 Really important to have a principle (unless there is a reason not to from the family or 
individual point of view) to house people within their existing community to maintain family 
and social connections (First Bullet). The approach with young people is correct and there 
will obviously be resources why this cannot be extended: but should it be extended to care 
leavers? People in that transitional, early 20s period can find the route to adulthood 
challenging.   

 Is it possible to work with holiday rental owners/sites to negotiate/acquire ‘winter let’ 
options for emergency housing rather than B&B for temp accommodation? Is it possible to 
tap into the large number of empty houses in the county? 

 Like these bullet points! 

 Main comment is ensuring that temporary accommodation options are safe as that was a 
key theme from our feedback, that people felt safer on the streets than staying in the night 
shelter where people were having things stolen or being threatened.’ 

 

Question 12: Have you any comments to make on the section on rough 
sleeping?  
 

38. 18 respondents answered this question - the purpose of which was to enable respondents to 
describe solutions based on their own experiences. Appendix 13 lists all eligible responses – 
and a selection are listed below: 

 ‘4th bullet - good point as CH Outreach worker time is limited, and problems can present 
any time any day of the week. 

 safe spaces where homeless people can stay with their dogs is so important. Often 
homeless people wont go into shelters where they would be safe as they cant take their 
pets who are their best friends and always there for them. Dog friendly shelters should be a 
priority for the council in all of the main towns, Truro, Bodmin, St Austell, Newquay, 
Penzance, Bude, Saltash etc. 
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 We need to be realistic about how many people are actually out there, even if only part 
time. We need food banks to be able to support those in tents or B&Bs better.’  

 

Question 13: Is there anything else you would like to add into this priority? 
 

39. There were few responses to this question and appendix 13 list the comments which relate to 
providing shared housing for rough sleepers and clarification about the count of rough 
sleepers. 
 

40. Strategy influence: comments received will be used to further develop the ‘intervention’ 
element of a revised strategy document including housing people as soon as we can and where 
they need to be, to be able to accommodate pets and to better use the housing resources we 
have.  

 

D. Recovery 
 

Question 14: Have you any comments to make on the ‘complex needs’ section? 
 
41. Recovery is all about helping people to find a new home and rebuild their lives which can be 

challenging for those with complex needs who will need to rely on different agencies working 
together in the best interest of the person. A number of comments were received (appendix 
15) which include: 

 ‘Sometimes those fleeing domestic violence need places to stay temporarily that their pet 
(cat, dog etc.) can stay with them. This time is traumatic enough especially for children 
without being able to keep their pet ( member of the family) more pet friendly 
accommodation should be provided; 

 Can we refer to a System wide plan rather that a single multi-agency plan… this continues 
to refer to individual agencies and not an Integrated system; 

 To have CN more explicit from the beginning. No wrong door. All agencies to be equipped to 
deal with multiple needs. Inclusive services - trauma informed with very limited 
evictions/exclusions if at all.’ 

 

Question 15: Have you any comments to make on this ‘Moving towards Settled 
Accommodation’ section?  
 

42. Moving towards settled accommodation after a period of crisis will help individuals and 
families rebuild their lives. Appendix 16 lists the 12 comments received, including: 

 ‘pets to be considered, each case assessed individually; 

 bullet 1 - find the accommodation for those with complex needs, do not ask them to bid; 

 Sounds great in principle, when will we know about it on the front line and when will we be 
able to access it. This is great but we simply need landlords to take people who are on 
benefits and for rents to be affordable. Do that and 80-90% of our homeless cases vanish 
and we can spend the time working with those who actually need support. Otherwise we 
have to keep saying that the HRA means folk have to go fend for themselves because our 
caseloads are too high to do anything else; 
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 Last bullet point – include support to access recovery programmes which helps sustain 
tenancy?’ 

 

Question 16: Have you any comments to make on the ‘maximising available 
housing options’ section?  
 

43. Maximising available housing options, particularly for vulnerable households and those on low 
incomes, is crucial in supporting individuals and families rebuild their lives after a period of 
crisis and should ensure that they are less likely to fall into crisis again.  
 

44. Appendix 17 lists all the comments received in response to this questions which includes: 

 ‘Private rented sector - commit to helping the renters by paying the deposit which many do 
not have - if they wreck the property then they are not entitled to further help. Wider 
housing solutions -  affordable does not exist especially if you are on the verge of 
homelessness - social rent in a variety of properties including bungalows, flats ; 

 A lot of homeless single people are prepared to share accommodation - Empty 
Offices/Houses within the council should be adapted where a bed is provided with the use 
of Kitchen and Bathroom.  This would enable the homeless person to obtain a home address 
for the purpose of getting a job - then when a job is obtained a portion of their income is 
banked for a future downpayment on a rented property; 

 Wider housing solutions ' point: Have second homes and holiday homes been considered for 
a safe space for people to go? Homes sit empty in Cornwall and this is an issue yet an 
opportunity. I understand specific requirements must be met in these exceptional 
circumstances, however could a monitored scheme with trained professionals be created? 
Perhaps involve neighbourhood schemes also?’ 

 

Question 17: Is there anything else you would like to add into this priority? 
 

45. Very few comments were received in relation to this question (appendix 18) with the main 
comment relating to the use of direct payments to landlords. 
 

46. Strategy influence: comments received will be used to further develop the ‘recovery’ element 
of a revised strategy document including being able to accommodate pets, that there be ‘no 
wrong door’ when people seek help, using the housing assets we have better and that support 
is available to build resilience against households becoming at risk of homelessness again. 

 

E. Action/Delivery Plan 
 

Question 18: This section is currently being developed. Is there anything you 
consider is essential to add into this section? 
 

47. A detailed and monitored delivery plan is essential in ensuring that the objectives set out in 
this Strategy can be achieved and those responsible for their delivery held accountable if not. 
This section is in development and can be produced once the Strategy is finalised following the 
consultation on the initial draft stage. This question gave respondents the opportunity to 
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identify from their experience what they considered to be some key actions for inclusion. 
Appendix 19 lists all comments which include: 

 ‘Pets, shelters set up that welcome pets, allow homeless people to receive support and 
guidance whilst keeping their pet is crucial; 

 Strategy mapping as I suggested before.. Outcome focused (but I know that this needs to be 
measurable in some sense) perhaps with feedback from service users more prominently in 
performance management; 

 Consult and use people from all sections and all levels, ask us directly, sit with us, see what 
the front line is like, actually understand the HRA and how we have to implement it. Make 
sure all partner agencies understand our limitations; 

 Ensure that the right people in the agencies or council are involved at the start of the 
process with the authority to commit time and resource. Keep all policies simple and easy to 
implement. Ensure that all decisions are implemented in a timely manner Keep the 
applicant informed at all stages of the process. Use IT to communicate wherever possible 
and ensure a provider/ mentor is available should compute literacy be an issue. Consider 
the use of Councillor division members as advocates. Consider the use of Town and Parish 
Clerks As Local clearing centre and points of contact. The provisions of the Localism Act 
2011 will enable this approach and would in all likely hood generate central funding as 
being innovative.’ 

 
48. Strategy influence: comments received will be used to develop the ‘delivery plan’ element of a 

revised strategy document which will then be available for further comment before finalising. 
 

F. Making sure we deliver 
 

Question 19: Do you think a new homelessness forum for Cornwall would 
support partnership working? 
 

49. In terms of making sure we deliver what we intend to, the draft strategy sets out a number of 
aspirations relating to a new Homelessness Forum for Cornwall. This links to a recent 
Government consultation on how non-statutory and statutory structures might play a stronger 
and more accountable role in facilitating local partnership working. 24 respondents answered 
this question (see appendix 20) of which the majority (88%) were in favour of a homelessness 
forum in Cornwall. 
 

50. Some of the comments relating to what this could achieve are listed below: 

 ‘Yes, partnership working is crucial; 

 Yes but needs representation from (ex) homeless people which carries decisional weight; 

 Yes it is important to have representation from all agencies including housing, health (and 
mental health), social care services; 

 Yes as long as it has a task and finish approach – can we please ensure that DASV providers 
are represented in the membership. 
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Question 20: Have you any comments to make on this section? Is there 
anything else we should be considering within this section? 
 

51. This question provided respondents with the opportunity to add anything else they felt was 
relevant to this section in the final strategy. Very few respondents answered this question but 
of those that did (appendix 21) better communication with the public was the focus. 
 

52. Strategy influence: there was strong agreement that a homelessness forum should help ensure 
that Partners work together to deliver the objectives as set out in the final Strategy. Work will 
begin with Partners to formulate a plan to convene a homelessness forum to monitor progress 
with the new strategy. 

 

Question 21: Are there any other comments you would like to make that are 
not currently covered within this draft strategy? 
 

53. This question provided respondents with the opportunity to add anything else they felt was 
missing in the draft strategy and should be contained within the final strategy. Very few 
respondents answered this question but of those that did (appendix 22) a few more solutions 
were proposed around accommodating homeless households or in enabling them to keep their 
current accommodation. 

 
Prepared by: 
Sarah Thorneycroft 
Housing Strategy & Partnership Engagement Officer 
Housing Service 
19 September 2019 
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Appendix 1 
Cornwall’s Partnership Approach to Preventing 
Homelessness and Rough Sleeping (‘It’s never too 
early 2’) Strategy 2020-2025 
 

A. Context 
 

1. Homelessness can affect anyone at any time. The majority of people affected by 
homelessness will have family or social networks in place that can support them at times 
of stress – however others won’t. 
 

Definitions 
2. You are defined as homeless if you have nowhere to stay and are living on the streets, 

but you can also be homeless even if you have a roof over your head. People 
experiencing the most acute forms of homelessness will include those sleeping rough, 
sofa surfing or living in hostels, night shelters or unsuitable temporary accommodation. 
Those in insecure or poor housing at risk of homelessness will include those with notice 
to quit who cannot afford to rent anywhere else, those in suitable but temporary 
accommodation and those about to be discharged from prison or hospital with nowhere 
to live permanently.  
 

Legislation 
3. Great Britain has some of the most effective and forward-thinking homelessness 

legislation in the world which protects hundreds of thousands of people annually.  
Legislation around homelessness dates back to the 14th Century with early Acts 
punishing homeless persons who were considered to be vagabonds or beggars and 
establishing ‘local connection’ criteria. The 1824 Vagrancy Act made it an offence to 
sleep rough or beg - and this Act is still in force today. 
 

4. Current legislation is contained within the 1996 Housing Act, the 2002 Homelessness Act 
and the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017. The Homelessness Reduction Act provides 
significant changes to the rights of homeless people in England as it adds two new duties 
to the original statutory rehousing duty – that is the duty to prevent homelessness and 
the duty to relieve homelessness.  
 

Main Homelessness Triggers 
5. There are a number of reasons why households feel threatened with homelessness and 

seek support including family/friends no longer being able to accommodate, notice to 
quit a private sector assured tenancy, fleeing domestic violence and relationship 
breakdown.  
 

6. There are many other reasons that contribute to households becoming homeless – 
including local economic factors (e.g. low wages, high housing costs) or as the result of 
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national Government changes (such as the introduction of Universal Credit, caps on 
benefits or the freezing of Local Housing Allowance rates.  

 
Costs of Homelessness 

7. £19,000 per year is spent on each individual facing a combination of addiction, 
homelessness, offending and poor mental health, at a total estimated annual cost 
nationally of £4.3 billion. Crisis highlighted the cost of rough sleeping for 12 months to 
be £20,128 versus the cost of a successful intervention to be £1,426.  

 

Question 1: Do you have any comments on the ‘Context’ section? Is there anything you 
consider needs adding to this section? 
 
  

 

B. Homelessness in Cornwall  
 
Approaches 
8. Almost 8,800 approaches for assistance with homelessness were made during 2018-19. 

In the seven years prior to 2018/19, the average number of approaches made for 
assistance in Cornwall was around 9,250. Historically, 3 out of 4 households generally 
receive advice on their housing situation and the remainder are assessed as being owed 
a specific ‘duty’.  

Acceptances 
9. Between April and December 2018, 2,197 households were assessed and identified as 

being owed a specific duty. The ending of a private rented sector assured shorthold 
tenancy was the top reason (25%) given for the loss of a home for those accepted as 
being owed a specific duty. Over a third of those accepted as being owed a specific duty 
were living in the private rented sector at the time of their application. In terms of the 
age of the applicant accepted as being owed a specific duty, the highest proportion were 
in the 25 to 34 age range. Three out of five applicant households contained single people 
and around a third of applicant households contained dependent children. Half of the 
households owed a specific duty between April and December 2018 were identified as 
having support needs – and almost a quarter of those with support needs identified a 
history of mental health problems. 

Prevention Duty 
10. 1,437 households were accepted as being owed a prevention duty in Cornwall between 

April and December 2018. Cornwall has a higher prevention rate (for those owed a 
prevention duty) of 69% when compared to the average across the South West (63%) 
and England (59%). 1,126 households had their prevention duty ended over the same 
period – the majority by the securing of a tenancy of at least 6 months duration. Of 
households that secured a tenancy of at least 6 months, almost half were able to remain 
in their current home. 

Relief Duty 
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11. 760 households were accepted as being owed a relief duty in Cornwall between April 
and December 2018; 627 households had their relief duty ended over the same period – 
over half of which secured a tenancy of at least 6 months duration. Cornwall has a 
higher success rate (55%) in terms of the relief duty (for those owed a relief duty) when 
compared to the average for the South West (47%) and England (45%). Over a third 
(37.3%) of households secured accommodation in the social rented sector whilst 2 out 
of 5 (40.5%) households secured accommodation in the private rented sector. 

Main Duty 
12. Between April and December 2018 - 354 households were assessed and a decision made 

as to whether they were owed a main duty. Half of the household assessed were 
accepted as being owed a main duty. More than half of households accepted for the 
main duty contained dependent children. Two-thirds of those households accepted the 
offer of a home in the social rented sector. 

Rough sleeping 
13. The number of people sleeping rough in Cornwall had been increasing - and in 2016 was 

at its highest level since the formation of Cornwall Council. This led to the development 
of the three year Rough Sleeping Reduction Strategy as a subsidiary plan of the current 
Homelessness Strategy. The last annual count in November 2018 showed a 46% 
reduction in the numbers of people sleeping rough in Cornwall from the November 2016 
figure – and this was during the period when the numbers of rough sleepers across 
England generally increased in numbers. 

 
Homeless households in temporary accommodation 
14. The number of households in temporary accommodation has remained fairly constant 

throughout 2018/19, i.e. varying between 245 and 258 households in temporary 
accommodation by quarter year. The number of 16-17 years olds in Bed & Breakfast has 
decreased from 2 persons in quarter 1 to zero persons in quarters 2, 3 and 4. The 
number of families with children in Bed & Breakfast for more than 6 weeks has reduced 
from 3 families in quarter 1 to zero families in quarters 2, 3 and 4. 

 
Challenges and barriers 
15. The main challenges and barriers have been identified as: (input from recent 

consultation and engagement) 

Local Strategic Context 
16. Homelessness needs to be at the heart of other strategies and plans. Clear links and 

engagement with other plans in their formulation and subsequent delivery - i.e. new 
HWBS & Complex Needs Strategy. 
 

17. Tackling poverty and particularly childhood poverty, which can have a lasting impact on 
a person’s life is crucial. All indications are that poverty rates will continue to rise and 
this has will have long lasting implications given the link to homelessness. Therefore our 
economic strategies must ensure that everyone benefits from Cornwall’s ambitions and 
ensure that there are increasing numbers of workers in secure well paid jobs that enable 
them to meet their needs.  
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Question 2: Do you have any comments on the ‘Homelessness in Cornwall’ section? Is 
there anything you consider needs adding to this section 
 
 

 

C. Vision/Challenge 
18. The current vision for homelessness in Cornwall states that:  

“We will take every opportunity to prevent homelessness. Where we fail to do so, 

people will have a response that means that sleeping rough is no longer an option”  

We are strongly committed to our vision, and we are realistic about the challenges that 

we face in trying to achieve this. We won’t be able to solve all of our housing problems 

overnight, but we can make sure, along with our partners in, that we are moving 

towards our vision over the lifetime of this framework.  

 

19. A number of comments were received during consultation and engagement around how 
we would like to challenge ourselves over the next five years and which might feed into 
a revised vision. Comments received include: 

 Everyone having the right to a home; 

 All clients are eligible for a service; 

 No-one is discharged from hospital/prison/anywhere homeless 

 No-one has to sleep rough within next 2 years or no rough sleeping within the 
lifetime of the new strategy; 

 We are a leading authority delivering the best service; 

 Social rented housing should be a realistic prospect for more households; 

 Getting it right first time to prevent revolving door 

 Aiming to achieve NPSS gold standard 

 Significantly improve communication and public perceptions. 
 

Question 3: Is the current vision still relevant? If we were to revise the current vision, 
what would you consider to be the most relevant/necessary change to be made? 
 
 

 

D. Strategic Priorities & Principles 
 
Priorities 
20. Three main priorities are identified in this Strategy and were used in the consultation 

and engagement undertaken – prevention, intervention and recovery. These reflect the 
priorities as identified in the national rough sleeping strategy and are relevant to all 
homeless households: 

 Prevention in the context of Cornwall’s approach to homelessness will focus on 
providing timely and tailored advice, guidance and support before anyone becomes 
homeless; 

 Intervention is about helping families and individuals who are in crisis get swift, 
targeted support to get them into accommodation or off the streets; 
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 Recovery in this context is about supporting people to find a new home and rebuild 
their lives. 

 

Question 4: Do you have any comments to make on the use of these three priorities in 
Cornwall’s homelessness and rough sleeping strategy? 
 
 

 
Principles 
21. Consultation and engagement activities undertaken during the preparation of this 

Strategy have identified three main principles that should run throughout the strategy – 
i.e. the Strategy needs to:  

 Be person centred – the focus is on the person rather than on processes. E.g. advice 
and guidance that meets the specific needs of anyone approaching for help, through 
personal housing plans which will be about supporting the household with all needs 
and not just housing needs, through making sure that anyone working with a 
households they feel is at risk of homelessness is referred (with the person’s 
permission) towards getting the support they need at an early stage, the person tells 
their story once (with permission), through the use of navigators that will be the 
‘trusted’ person for those with complex needs and will make sure they can 
successfully engage at a time and way that suits them, having more awareness of 
ACEs, developing trauma informed environments, etc. 

 Transform systems to enable continual improvement – is about looking at how we 
deliver homelessness services, lots of good work but still have homelessness so need 
to look at how we deliver in new ways (external factor beyond our control) – can 
include better sharing of information, learning from successful projects and 
embedding principles as BAU, changing the way we work (face to face, co-location, 
regular case reviews, serious case reviews, tracking people’s journeys over time, co-
production, faster and more effective response times, etc.) 

 Facilitate working together - the successful delivery of this strategy is dependent on 
joint working with a number of partners including internal departments, social 
landlords working in Cornwall, statutory bodies, voluntary sector agencies and faith 
and community groups. There are a number of forums where homelessness is 
discussed and facilitated but more needs to be done in terms of ensuring that 
consistent messages and accountability are factored in – we need to encourage all to 
be involved and agree to work together. It is proposed through this strategy that a 
Homelessness Forum be convened (probably under the auspices of the Safer 
Cornwall Board?) to ensure that there is effective partnership working across a 
diverse range of services with good links into relevant client groups. This forum will 
meet to deliver, monitor and review this strategy. 

 

Question 5: Do you have any comments to make on the use of these three principles 
within Cornwall’s homelessness and rough sleeping strategy? 
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Question 6: Are there any other priorities or principles that we need to consider? 
 
 

 

Priority 1: Prevention - with a focus on providing timely and tailored advice, 
guidance and support before anyone becomes homeless.  
 
22. Advice & Guidance - the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 places a statutory duty on 

preventing homelessness which means that timely and accessible housing advice and 
guidance to those that approach services directly or through the ‘duty to refer’ will help 
people make planned housing moves when they need to and before they reach crisis. 
We will:  

 Champion early ‘upstream’ preventative work with homeless households; 

 Work in a collaborative way across Cornwall so that housing advice is consistent and 
linked up and residents have access to services when and where they need it; 

 Ensure that the principles of the HRAct are fully embedded and all applicants 
assessed as being threatened with homelessness or as homeless receive a personal 
housing plan with reasonable steps identified to help resolve their housing situation; 

 Refer vulnerable clients into relevant support services at the earliest opportunity 
which includes a commitment to refer by wider agencies not covered by the public 
body duty; 

 Provide advice and guidance to homeless households and individuals that are 

without recourse to public funds and/or no local connections; 

 Ensure advice and prevention tools are focussed on tackling the main causes of 
homelessness and are flexible enough to meet the individual needs of homeless 
households.  

 

Question 7: Is there anything else we need to add in terms of advice and guidance? 
(Please indicate which bullet referring to) 
 
 

 
23. Homelessness Services - Cornwall Council commissions Cornwall Housing Ltd (its arms’ 

length management organisation) to provide a range of services including those that 
meet the statutory duties under the Housing Act 1996 Part VII as amended by the 
Homelessness Reduction Act.  The Housing Options Team was restructured to meet the 
requirements of the Act with additional staff recruited to meet the anticipated increase 
in demand. A MHCLG Peer Review has recognised that the requirements of the Act have 
been successfully implemented but that work focussed on the person would further 
improve services – therefore we will: 

 Invest in and continue to improve the effectiveness and responsiveness of services 
to prevent homelessness; 

 Ensure that a full range of self-help tools are available on the CHL/CC website to 
support households to access meaningful advice and information to help enable them 

to take action for themselves where possible and actively encourage them to seek 
assistance from the authority in good time if they need it; 
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 Ensure information sharing agreements and consent forms are in place so that 
customers (with their permission) need only tell their story once; 

 Increase access to homelessness services and housing assessments in a variety of 
locations enabling greater access to face to face appointments; 

 Regularly provide relevant training to homeless and housing advice officers on 
subjects such as changes to legislation, welfare benefits, mediation and negotiation 
skills, awareness of adverse childhood experiences and working in trauma informed 
environments; 

 Support risk enablement in order to spend ‘past history’ to recognise that 

appropriate behavioural and other changes have been made and which will ensure 

equality of access to services; 

 Ensure that current and future reviews of the Allocations Policy are better able to 
respond to housing need and homelessness. 

 

Question 8: Have you any comments to make on the proposals listed under 
‘Homelessness Services’? (Please indicate which bullet referring to) 
 
 

 
24. Prevention Tools – there are a range of prevention tools that can be used by Partners in 

Cornwall to help prevent homelessness including enabling access to financial advice, 
skills and employment services. Such support can increase the resilience of households 
against experiencing similar crisis points happening to them in the future. We will: 

 Continue to work with partners and stakeholders to prevent homelessness by 
working together, deploying the most effective early intervention and prevention 
tools available, embedding learning gained from successful projects such as Nos Da 
Kernow and continuing to develop a multi-agency approach;  

 Raise public awareness to the risks of becoming homeless - that it can happen to 
anyone – including through schools, working with groups that are more at risk, peer 
mentoring, etc. Increase awareness of help available; 

 Develop housing pathways and discharge protocols with partner agencies for the 
vulnerable groups as identified in the Homelessness Code of Guidance and groups 
identified at particular risk of homelessness in Cornwall such as those with complex 
needs, those fleeing domestic abuse, and young people; 

 Work in partnership with local organisations and commissioners to provide practical 
help to maintain tenancies, including support to claim UC and other benefits, 
budgeting, money management, assistance with social interaction and support to 
get into training and/or employment; 

 Continue to work with registered providers to prevent evictions through joint 
working arrangements and establish formal systems to better monitor and 
understand failed tenancies; 

 Gain a deeper understanding of how early homelessness prevention results in much 
better outcomes for people and significant financial savings for health and other 
budgets over time through the use of social value and other measures; 

 Work with partner agencies to tackle wider health issues related to homelessness; 
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 Work to improve relationships with landlords and letting agents and help prevent 
homelessness by earlier engagement where possible; 

 Attend and actively participate in strategic and operational groups across Cornwall 
to protect and enhance services. 

 

Question 9: Do you have any comments to make about ‘Prevention Tools’? Are there 
any other tools we should be considering? (Please indicate which bullet referring to) 
 
 

 

Question 10: Is there anything else you would like to add into this priority? 
 
 

 

Priority 2: Intervention - help families and individuals who are in crisis get 
swift, targeted support to get them into accommodation or off the streets.  
 

25. Loss of Home - if homelessness cannot be prevented or relieved, local authorities have a 
duty to provide suitable temporary accommodation for those the authority has a reason 
to believe are eligible, homeless and may be in priority need, have a local connection 
and are unintentionally homeless - recognising that temporary accommodation should 
not be a long term solution. We will: 

 Work towards ending the use of B&B accommodation except in exceptional 
circumstances through investing in and facilitating the development and use of good 
quality affordable housing and temporary accommodation; 

 Develop in-house emergency accommodation through property acquisition as an 
alternative to B&B accommodation; 

 Maintain a commitment within the authority area to: 
o Never place any young person age 16 or 17 in B&B; 
o Never place any family in B&B except in an emergency and for no longer than 6 

weeks;  
o Ensure that care leavers remain in the system to reduce the risk of them 

experiencing homelessness; 
o Consider the needs of single people and childless couples at risk of homelessness 

and who are not seen as in priority need. 
 

Question 11: Have you any comments to make on the ‘loss of home’ section? (Please 
indicate which bullet referring to) 
 
 

 
26. Rough Sleeping– the Government has committed to halving rough sleeping by 2022 and 

eradicating it by 2027 - and every authority area needs to work towards helping the 
Government achieve this goal. In Cornwall we have been successful in significantly 
reducing the numbers of rough sleepers from a high of 99 in November 2016 to (tbc) in 
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November 2019. There is further work to be done in working together to ensure that no-
one has the need to sleep rough in Cornwall. We will do this by: 

 Responding to reports of rough sleeping and ensuring this response assertively 
engages with rough sleepers to ensure that they have somewhere safe to stay; 

 Fast access to housing which recognises the need to provide accommodation that 
meets the need of the person, including pet friendly, tolerant supported 
accommodation, flexible short term bed (sit up) spaces to meet needs – so that no-
one gets turned away. We will explore new ways to create additional spaces to meet 
short term peaks in demand (e.g. seasonal working, severe weather provision). 
Continue with the rapid rehousing pathway response to incidents of rough sleeping 
which incorporates a multi-agency and voluntary sector response;  

 Ensure a targeted support approach can be called upon for rough sleepers who have 
been provided with accommodation to prevent them returning to the streets. This 
will require ‘navigators’ to co-ordinate support services and provide support 
encouragement and advocacy; 

 Develop closer links with voluntary and community agencies such as food banks and 
faith based organisations to promote effective local responses and consistency in 
tackling homelessness across Cornwall. 

 

Question 12: Have you any comments to make on this section? (Please indicate which 
bullet referring to) 
 
 

 

Question 13: Is there anything else you would like to add into this priority? 
 
 

 

Priority 3: Recovery - support people to find a new home and rebuild their 
lives.  
 
27. Complex Needs - A particular focus will be better provision for people with complex 

needs which can include those with mental health issues, those being discharged from 
institutions with no suitable accommodation and those fleeing domestic or other forms 
of abuse. The emerging Complex Needs Strategy being developed through the Safer 
Cornwall Partnership will provide further detail on the multi-agency approach in place. 
We will: 

 Ensure Partners work with those with multiple needs and jointly prepare a single 
multi agency plan for complex individuals with the agency who has the best 
relationship taking the lead (navigator role) wherever possible; 

 Continue to embrace the principles within the Housing First model and monitor 
outcomes to establish the effectiveness of this approach in Cornwall, ensuring all 
Partners are committed to the model and will work together to provide appropriate 
support and funding to a small group of individuals; 

 Ensure there is ongoing support for those that might need help long term or at key 
times of stress. 
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Question 14: Have you any comments to make on the ‘complex needs’ section? (Please 
clearly indicate which bullet you are referring to) 
 
 

 
28. Moving Towards Settled Accommodation - continue to work with our Partners and 

private landlords to ensure there every opportunity is taken to move individuals and 
families towards and into settled accommodation. We will: 

 Review and optimise internal processes to progress households through our 
frontline homeless services to move on into independent living of their choice as 
swiftly as possible;  

 Continue with positive working relationships with a range of Partners such as the 
Affordable Housing Team, the Homes Solutions Team, Social Care and others in 
order to facilitate moves towards independent living; 

 Providing practical and ongoing support that will meet the individual needs of 
households including working with marginalised families to help them move towards 
training or work; establishing local support networks to provide support to sustain 
tenancies; furniture and home start packs; access to foodbanks; befriending and help 
with budgeting, money management, benefits advice and claiming benefits. 

 

Question 15: Have you any comments to make on this section? (Please clearly indicate 
which bullet you are referring to) 
 
 

 
29. Maximising Available Housing Options - Cornwall faces a significant challenge in the 

availability of suitable accommodation in the social, private and supported housing 
sectors. We will continue to work with our Partners, private landlords, statutory 
agencies and developers to increase the number of homes for vulnerable households 
and those on low incomes. We will do this through the: 

 Social rented sector by:  
o Support risk enablement that will encourage all Partners to offer homes to 

tenants that may require additional support to maintain their tenancy;  
o Developing an incentive scheme package to encourage under-occupying 

households to move to smaller properties and free up larger properties that can 
meet demand; 

o Continue with the buy-back of ex-council stock; 
o Continue to make best use of available social housing stock and consider 

alternative uses and tenancies including shared accommodation. 

 Private Rented Sector – the private rented sector has an important role to play in 
accommodating households as it accounts for a fifth of Cornwall’s housing stock and 
homes families and individuals that cannot afford to buy a home and are unlikely to 
get a social home. We will work with the CRLA to improve relationships with 
landlords and letting agents to improve access to the private rented sector and 
establish and maintain landlord confidence and risk management in providing homes 
to meet needs;  
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 Supported accommodation - there is an ongoing need for specialist supported 
housing and a key task will be to develop a comprehensive plan ensuring that 
sufficient emergency, supported and long term accommodation is available; 

 Wider Housing solutions - Cornwall’s Local Plan aims to set out sufficient house 
building targets to meet the identified need for homes, including homes for 
affordable and social rent, low cost ownership etc. We will continue to develop new 
affordable housing products to meet a range of needs including the need to house 
homeless households and individuals – such as shared ownership, social rent, shared 
housing. 

 

Question 16: Have you any comments to make on the ‘maximising available housing 
options’ section? (Please clearly indicate which bullet you are referring to) 
 
 

 

Question 17: Is there anything else you would like to add into this priority? 
 
 

 

E. Action/Delivery Plan 
Objective 1: Prevention - with the focus on providing timely and tailored advice, guidance 
and support before anyone becomes homeless 
 

Ref. No. What we want to achieve Who is involved Timeline Performance measure 

     

 
Objective 2: Intervention - help families and individuals who are in crisis get swift, targeted 
support to get them into accommodation or off the streets 
 

Ref. No. What we want to achieve Who is involved Timeline Performance measure 

     

 
Objective 3: Recovery - support people to find a new home and rebuild their lives  
 

Ref. No. What we want to achieve Who is involved Timeline Performance measure 

     

 

Question 18: This section is currently being developed. Is there anything you consider is 
essential to add into this section? 
 
 

 

F. Making sure we deliver 
 We will convene a homelessness forum with representation form all Partners to ensure 

that homelessness remains a high priority for Cornwall; 

 The homelessness forum will meet regularly to review progress against the action plan 
and ensure it remains responsive to emerging needs; 
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 The homelessness forum will publish an annual report in the summer of each year 
(allowing time for end of year reporting); 

 The homelessness forum will report as required to the Safer Cornwall Board, the Health 
& Wellbeing Board and any other appropriate forum and will raise specific issues with 
these Board if support or assistance is required from participating agencies; 

 We will use various measures and indicators to monitor performance from a client 
perspective each year. 

 

Question 19: Do you think a new homelessness forum for Cornwall would support 
partnership working?  
 
 

 

Question 20: Have you any comments to make on this section? Is there anything else 
we should be considering within this section? 
 
 

 

Question 21: Are there any other comments you would like to make that are not 
currently covered within this draft strategy? 
 
 

 
Please send completed responses to sarah.thorneycroft@cornwall.gov.uk  

mailto:sarah.thorneycroft@cornwall.gov.uk
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Appendix 2: Question 1: Do you have any comments on the ‘Context’ section? Is there 
anything you consider needs adding to this section? 
 

no 

Perhaps not ‘the introduction of Universal Credit’ but more ‘the way it has been implemented in some cases 
without consideration of the consequences’. 

think this covers the main point, great to stress that successful early intervention is far more cost effective as well 
as obviously better for the person/ household facing difficulties.  

What are the sources for the data provided? What's the context for Cornwall? What is meant by 'spent on each 
individual'? How long are they supported for? 

Redundancy and keeping up with mortgage payments 

If this is a Cornwall Council policy then it makes sense to refer to the £19k average wages and the £200k average 
house price, also the fact that open market rents can take up 50% of the average Cornish wage packet 

Homelessness is also caused by housing benefit not being available to people with mortgages which are often way 
less than rents. And the ridiculous amount of council tax that has to be paid on properties and for utilities. Not to 
mention the amount of money that has to be paid back as over payments in WTC and Housing Benefit that should 
never have been paid out in the first place and certainly shouldn't be relatable when it wasn't the persons fault.  

Can something be added within the context section about eligibility to be considered homeless if you are from 
outside Cornwall (eg are there any differences on when people are considered homeless if they have come into 
Cornwall from another authority? Can you be considered homeless in another authority and transfer to Cornwall? 
Etc 

No. It is a very clear introduction and 'scene setting'. However, more perhaps needs to be said and researched on 
the cost of living (particular to Cornwall) which can detract from money available to pay for housing costs. Food, 
utilities, council tax, transport to work: all are variously unavoidable. More focus by the Council on reducing 
energy costs through home/community regeneration and local food production can have scope for decreasing 
these costs and enabling people to have more income available for housing.  
The issue is that the cost of housing in Cornwall is not particularly related to its quality or even the employment 
market: environmental factors have a large role to play which will always be attractive to those who have more 
resources available. 

Given the wide definition of homelessness and the high numbers this involves I am unsure you can refer to Great 
Britain's homelessness legislation as "effective" or "forward-thinking".  

Should 'loss of employment' be under reasons/triggers? 

There needs to be more on what the HRA actually says in order to manage expectations. The onus is on clients to 
find housing. Even at this section it should be made clear that there is no such thing as a Social Housing waiting list 
and that even with a Choice based system they could be there for years 

no 

Is it worth adding in something about the number of people who repeatedly experience homelessness probably as 
a result of an inability to sustain a tenancy? Link this to the prevalence of mental health issue, substance and 
alcohol misuse, etc. 

Evidence needs to be provided to substantiate these figures.For instance the cost of “dual diagnosis” support ie 
drug/alcohol abuse coupled with homelessness is considerably higher. 

no 

We need to classify homeless, being homeless in Cornwall is preferable to being homeless in a big city, we should 
be segregating these incomers, our priority should be residents of cornwall who are made homeless and ex 
service men.  Also should be looking at people who make themselves homeless, by selling up their houses and 
living in caravans then stating they are homeless. 

N/A 

There should be something specific to cover young people - especially 16-24 year olds as I believe there is a 
danger they cn fall through the safety net - they face particular problems in having very low wages and lack of 
welfare benefits for needs such as housing.  

NO 

Don't seem to add up that 1 person sleeping rough would cost the council £20k A 1 bed flat can be rented for £5k! 

Figures look odd if you say 1 person costs £20k whereas you can rent a single bed flat for £5k per year! 
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Stricter controls on landlord for their reasons to evict which can be unjustifiable, for example section21-a 
retaliatory eviction 
More help to tenants who suffer from these evictions, 
more rights to tenants(especially when they make reasonable complaints to the council about their tenancy) 

It should not be illegal to be homeless or for them to be fined.  It should be seen as a Council or government 
failure for the homeless not to be provided for. 

Can you please add something regarding homelessness in children under 18 particularly 16-18 years 

The area that although referenced in cost of homelessness  is not immediately apparent directly for 'Context' is 
the causation from Mental Health and substance misuse.  which will clearly have links to associated plans. 

Under reasons : Unfair/retaliatory evictions by landlords and letting agents. 
Being 3 pay checks away from being homeless(loss of job) 

We need to scrap the vagrancy act.  

I like the historic perspective dating back to the 14th century 
May be good to highlight at this early stage that some individuals have a multitude of needs, often connected to 
adversity in childhood, which  together can exacerbate the challenges faced by these individuals  

No 

No 2 – definition – can we please include reference to refuge?   While it is not as acute as hostels and night 
shelters, it is time limited crisis accommodation and those living in refuge face similar challenges to those having 
to leave hospital and prison in that they have to find suitable accommodation within a time scale that aligns with 
their exit.   

The government definition for ‘rough sleeping’ has always felt too limited for the true nature of the problem.  We 
prefer the wider approach taken above to look at homelessness and rough sleeping as they are often linked and 
overlapping themes in people’s lives.   
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Appendix 3: Question 2: Do you have any comments on the ‘Homelessness in Cornwall’ 
section? Is there anything you consider needs adding to this section? 
 

no 

Some mention should be made of the dilemma of the ‘tourist’ homeless.  

perhaps a glossary / index regarding the different duties  

Need to define Prevention Duty, 'owed a specific duty', 'relief duty'. 
How do these figures stack up with the rest of the County? Are they high? Are they Low? 

There are still zero hours contracts in place in Cornwall.   Pay rates in comparison with rent/mortgage payments 
are unrealistic.   Young people cannot find the amount of deposit needed on the salaries here to get on the 
housing ladder. 

Around 9,000 homeless applications a year, and how many CHL voids are available for these people, also counting 
the new affordable homes being built?  Is the backlog building?  Does the Council offer free land to housing 
associations anymore to help them build (no)?  Does the Council use the planning system to protect exception 
sites (no)? Does the Council encourage innovate uses of land to beat the high land prices in high demand areas, 
for example heavily taxing windfall sites via CPOs (no)? 

The government make it impossible to employ people with real time reporting pension schemes , increased 
holiday pay and minimum wages rises. There is no long term vision here. New business won't start up or thrive to 
go on to employ people. Old ones are going under all the time. The government only want big names because 
they are more likely to stock around and pay their rates and employ people. Again, short sighted because soon we 
will have no high streets that differ from one county to the next. This will affect tourism too. Why shop when 
you're on holiday when you have the same shops back home?  

No 

Challenges and barriers: where is the information? 

Every homeless person should be sent back to where they came from unless local connection 

The term 'duties' is introduced without any definition as to the meaning of them for the reader: which I found 
confusing. There is (perhaps necessarily) a lot of data in the first part of the section without any narrative analysis 
of what is all means. The section notes that poverty is continuing to rise but there is not qualification in data and 
analysis of that fact. 'HWBS' seems to suggest Health and Wellbeing Strategy but doesn't actually say that for the 
reader who may not know what it is. 
Indeed, the valid points about other economic strategies need expansion and illustration. I appreciate that the 
document is being kept short and punchy but perhaps this could be illustrated by a separate page showing 
strategy links and - perhaps - gaps. 

Given homelessness inevitably means individuals are most vulnerable it is highly likely that the vast majority have 
support needs regardless of whether this is recognized by the system. There needs to be specific liaison and help 
for individuals and families in this situation which needs to be promoted.   

The rough sleeping section is, and always has been, highly inaccurate. The official rough sleeper count is always 
significantly lower for the whole county than even one town experiences.  
Would an explanation of the duties be helpful? 
Lack of Social Housing needs to be highlighted along with the unrealistic expectations of clients 

There are a lot of homeless who have mental health issues which should be included in this section. 

Making a link between ACE (Adverse Childhood Experience) and increased risk of homelessness? 

This all appears to be gloomy and projects a negative image that promotes a feeling of helplessness. 
Demonstrate what the council is going to do about it instead of simply moaning, identify the positive and build on 
it 

no 

N/A 

Are there any plans for hostels, even just temporary over the winter period, to ensure that there is somewhere for 
people to go, if they are on the streets, for a warm meal and safe place to spend the night out of the cold 
weather? If these are run by charities, is Cornwall Council helping to support them? This is particularly important 
in view of the belief that poverty is only going to get worse in the current climate of economic uncertainty. 

Definitions of 'relief' 'main' and 'prevention' would be helpful 

Is it worth noting the number of bed spaces available within supported accommodation for the like of Coastline 
Homeless Service, St Petrocs and Cosgarne?  
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Are these from people that have been living in the county for more than 10yrs? 

How many are long term residents of Cornwall? 

Paragraph 10 at the end 
As well as properties provided for the need as in Council Houses or other types of low cost rented properties. 

Housing should be available at every level, not just for the second home owner and millionaire houses that are 
being built all around Cornwall.  More affordable housing should be available to buy (affordable for people on 
Cornish wages).  Also flats for single occupants.  How about a house for the homeless in every town so no-one can 
say "not in my backyard". 

Needs something in here regarding Cornwall’s response to meet the needs of those who fall under Southwark 
ruling criteria. 

The homeless count is historically a challenge to obtain accurate information. organizational accountability for 
contributing to the data would potentially assist accuracy of returns. 

Maybe for a strategy just a few headlines and keep the data for the evidence base. 
That's been my issue with the CN strategy! 

Perhaps under rough sleeping it might be worth including that a number of new short term initiatives are in place 
that have assisted the reduction – Nos Da Kernow/Star….  

Acceptances – I think it would be useful to highlight how many were domestic abuse cases if Cornwall Housing can 
provide that info.  I think it is important to highlight DA in the current climate and given that mental health is 
referred to which often gains more coverage.  Housing is part of the system wide approach to domestic abuse.  
Homeless households in temporary accommodation – does the figure include those in refuge, if not can we 
include  
Local Strategic Context – can we also reference the DASV Strategy please.  

It is concerning that people sleeping in sit-up spaces may not be counted as rough sleepers.   As a supported 
accommodation service that is always full and the majority of our residents coming from rough-sleeping it is hard 
to comprehend that the number of rough sleepers has actually reduced by such a percentage.  If figures are 
skewed by positive initiatives or inaccurate counts then Cornwall may not qualify for the investment it deserves 
for rough sleeping in the future.   
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Appendix 4: Question 3: Is the current vision still relevant? If we were to revise the 
current vision, what would you consider to be the most relevant/necessary change to be 
made? 
 

A home may still lead to isolation and this needs consideration as part of a long term solution. 

yes, still relevant, important for this to be measurable. it says the lifetime of the new strategy, this should be 
stated within the vision section so it is clear  

Fantastic! 

“...people will have a response that means that sleeping rough is no longer an option”  makes it sound as though 
they will be punished for sleeping rough, not that there will always be a better option available - which I sincerely 
trust is what it meant to indicate! 

Must have a local connection  

Yes. 

We need to anticipate the likely impact of reducing income and increasing numbers for the most vulnerable and 
provide housing solutions which meet all those in need.   

Yes but how it is going to be achieved needs to be filtered down to the front line. We need to know what is 
coming and what discretionary powers will be used. We also need to be listened to. 

less people on housing waiting lists and in overcrowded housing 

The following doesn't really make sense 
We will take every opportunity to prevent homelessness. Where we fail to do so, people will have a response that 
means that sleeping rough is no longer an option 

Everyone having the right to a bed in a home with Kitchen Bathroom Facilities.  Many homeless are willing to 
share a home.  This will give them a perminate address to which jobs could be applied for - then introduction to a 
savingings scheme where their deposit for their first rented flat could be obtained. 
Many council authorities have abandoned houses/ offices which could be easily converted into a share home. 

Everyone having the right to easier access of mental health and other support services  

Realistically CC can not be a leading authority delivering the best service or you would not be asking the question 
or seeking comments, this appears to self-justification. 
Everyone should have the right to a home but not necessarily the right to “own a home” there is a major 
difference. Similarly there should be a greater emphasis upon the responsibility that accompanies the right to a 
home. It is not the function of central or local government to foster the atmosphere that there is an endless pot of 
funding to support those who refuse to contribute to society 

Yes it is relevant 

As a councillor the one complaint I get is from people who hjave been on the housing register for years (18 in one 
case) yet a family from Poland can walk straight into a Housing Association rented house. 
Not every one has the right to a house, they must have to have a period of residency. 
Not all clients are eligible for a service.  Priority to Cornish must be given. 
Housing Association are ripping us off, the wages paid is ridiculous and councils should look at taking houses back 
into council control 

This is appropriate and I agree with stated comments, especially 'Significantly improve communication and public 
perceptions' 

Those who are homeless must be able to trust those providing the service, to know they will be safe, secure and 
with back up services to ensure they have the support they need to successfully stay in the housing provided for 
them.  

I think a point in the vision addressing support for those who 'chose' a life on the streets or continue to be 
rejected from accommodation due to the complexity of their needs or behaviour is needed. 

Only add that ensuring that the local community has enough affordable, suitable and secure accommodation to 
help achieve the vision.  

Renting is very expensive and tenants don't have enough rights, this needs to be adjusted. 

 And to treat people with dignity and respect in during times of vulnerability. 

Yes.  Information centres could be made available where people can get advice to avoid becoming homeless i.e. 
what to do if made redundant, divorcing, how to find accommodation if asked to leave for some reason.  Money 
issues/problems could be discussed as well as addiction issues and help/pointers for advice with mental health 
issues.  A one stop shop? 
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Needs something in here regarding Cornwall’s response to meet the needs of those who fall under Southwark 
ruling criteria. 

A methodology for problem solving either individual needs or as a wider public health style population approach - 
the use of a model such as SARA (Scanning, Analysis, Response, Assessment) in order to achieve this 

Agency adoption of am assured standard of joint working and information sharing to ensure safeguarding and risk 
to the cohort group and support workers. 

Stricter guidelines and checks on letting agents and landlords. 
A look into evictions and reasons. 
Ombudsman not helpful in providing impartial resolutions 

Love it that RS is no longer an option. 

Perhaps a goal to eradicate homelessness! Or maybe something a bit more ambitious than the current one. 

Yes, it’s still relevant but if it were to be revised perhaps in addition to the comments above, a reference to 
supporting people to access accommodation that meets individual households needs and enables/encourages 
them to engage in their communities 

We would add the following: 
People who are rough-sleeping and qualify for emergency shelter have access to warm beds where they can lie 
down rather than sit up. 
There is access to these beds and washing facilities in certain locations throughout the region.  These are 
considered / accepted as Places of Safety and could be bolted on to existing services such as Hospitals and Police 
Stations.  
There are specific types of accommodation for different types of clients who may need specific interventions / 
behaviour management.  For example, high-risk offenders and mental health ward discharge patients where 
supported accommodation environments often exasperate behaviour.  
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Appendix 5: Question 4: Do you have any comments to make on the use of these three 
priorities in Cornwall’s homelessness and rough sleeping strategy? 
 

each priority is important, in many cases prevention is preferable as prevents upheaval and distress. obviously this 
is not always the case so being aware, proactive and the 'recovery' priority is needed to support people through 
change.  
these three priorities are the ones to focus on  

ensuring the properties used for social housing are fit for purpose i.e no mould, but not over modernized just for 
the sake of it, use what is there unless it is damaged not just refit for the new incoming tenant, also support for 
these people in how to run a house and budget. Also by paying rent direct to landlords encourage more landlords 
from the private sector to take those on benefits.  

Getting people out of temporary accommodation into family homes they can afford to rent or buy 

Why should a homeless person with drug or alcohol problem be classed as more urgent housing than a local 
working person 

No 

These seem to be the right priorities 

The biggest and most useful thing would be to engage with landlords and outreach services. Landlords need to be 
encouraged to take those on benefits and reduce rents. We need incentive schemes. We need to sign them up for 
our Private rent service. We need to prevent illegal or no-fault evictions where possible. We need to reassure the 
landlords over their taxes and rates. We need to prevent Brexit and the inevitable housing crash that will follow. 
Outreach teams need to know the limitations of our service to not give people unrealistic expectations.  

No provided that the principle of finance following function is employed and any scheme is properly budgeted. 

no 

Again who is rough sleeping, Cornish or people coming from major towns because it is beeter here.  As a 
Camborne  Councillor out of all the rough sleepers, I have not met one who is from Cornwall, yes liverpool, 
Birmingham etc but not from Cornwall. 

A little vague and each point is similar. But, a good baseline to start  

All 3 are important and crucial in trytingto end homelessness but there should also be continuing support for 
those who find it difficult to leave the streets.  

This should include people who are also working, not just those on benefits 

 Identifying where to get help and advice from, do you get an individual case worker to keep in contact with if your 
situation gets really dire.  

Prevention has to be the key.  Adequate help available in every town so there is easy access. 

These are fit for purpose  

These priorities are similar to those in other areas of work such as offending/ASB. 
Evaluation of work and changing responses based on learning 

Perhaps we should include a wellbeing one access to health support…. 

To help with prevention I think it would be helpful to provide training to community groups, faith organisations 
and the charity sector so that staff and volunteers are upskilled to know what advice to give, what help is on offer 
and where to go for it. This could be supported by a very simple guide for homelessness. I raise this as it can be a 
little confusing knowing what support is on offer and where particularly in light of recent changes to homelessness 
provision. 

How we treat cases where there is no local connection, or not one established enough to qualify for Homechoice.  
In this case, there is a contradiction and as the guideline for a stay in short-term Supported Accommodation is up 
to 2 years, again, there are conflicts that can prevent people from moving on.   
Example – Supported Accommodation takes in a rough sleeper with 6 month’s RS in Cornwall; they spend 2 years 
in the accommodation but do not have the 3-year local connection to bid for properties on Homechoice, and 
Private Rented sector reluctant to take tenants on HB/UC so they often bounce between Supported 
Accommodation and become institutionalised in the process.  
Section 106 seems to be a huge barrier for people moving on from Supported Accommodation or those who have 
been homeless as it is unlikely they will be able to demonstrate long local connection to a Parish. 
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Appendix 6: Question 5: Do you have any comments to make on the use of these three 
principles within Cornwall’s homelessness and rough sleeping strategy? 
 

thoroughly endorse more face to face contact as the service has increasingly moved to back office, leaving helpful 
but non specialist staff to deal with people in crisis 

3rd bullet - text ends abruptly 

all three are clear, and explain why they are necessary and relevant  

as above person centred is the best strategy, they will feel cared for, but they must be encouraged to look after 
what they get 

No 

Send them back to where they came from 

These are excellent principles. A person centred approach will need to have better co-ordinated approaches to 
resources not least across the Council and the NHS. Maybe they are as co-ordinated as they can be? 
Tracking peoples journeys over time is really important because this is about the outcome for them and their 
families; rather than just numbers/performance. Outcomes and social inclusion are two principles which the 
Council are looking to establish through the Shared Prosperity Fund via Government post Brexit: discussions need 
to be facilitated between Housing and Economic Growth (and in the context of the local emerging Industrial 
Strategy in 2020). 

Identifying 'buddies' who have been through homelessness successfully and who can advise people of what to do 
and not to do  

Absolutely fine but how will you do this? 

His whole section is woolly in the extreme and lacks any form of clarity or direction.It has the impression of 
thinking aloud rather than describing a strategy. 

no 

These are talk shops I see no action plan 

Good 

Define BAU plz 

Follow up six month visit before being signed off, to reaffirm best practise and out come for the individual. 
Perhaps follow up survey delivered and signed by staff and person. 

They sound very good. 

As per previous comment - problem solving approach/methodology could be applied to this under any 
circumstance 

Also to highlight MDTs in order to ensure solutions for complex individuals so services are not duplicated but 
aligned 

A lot is expected from providers, some of which have less than 30 staff, particularly attending numerous meetings 
which can put a stretch on the services they are trying to deliver, although they desire to be involved and want to 
support. Taking this into account will be important when designing a Homelessness Forum.    
To be trauma-informed is wonderful, but to be trauma-responsive for people there is a need for innovative, 
therapeutic services that cater for homelessness / complex needs client group whose dual diagnosis often 
prevents them from accessing support.  Buy-in from across health, ASC etc to source practitioners and commission 
pilots to see if they help could mean that we don’t just listen and can’t do anything, but we listen and can refer 
people to appropriate support services.   
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Appendix 7: Question 6: Are there any other priorities or principles that we need to 
consider? 
 

Bullet 1 - ‘navigators’ currently Appointed are for 1 year. 
What about training local volunteers to assist beyond these funded posts. 

only to state the importance of the first priority of being person focused, every situation is different and each 
person/ household facing homelessness or already homeless will have their own background, reasons and needs. 

Homelessness does not always involve people - they may have pets/animals to consider and in a relationship 
breakdown pets cannot be rehomed with the children.   If they could, then children would feel more secure and 
comforted with their pets moving with them. 

More intensive older person homes - make them fun and delightful for those under- occupying so they want to 
release family homes - focus on spacious flats in great locations (like Snows Passage Falmouth) 100% accessible 

Get rid of the Tories. 

How the voluntary groups interact with the formal and statutory bodies. Eg disc in Newquay seem to state they 
are responsible for all kinds of offerings and services to the homeless but it isn’t clear how they fit within this 
strategy, how they are managed, how their services are regulated and how we ensure duplication of effort is 
avoided.  

House local people  

No 

Increase the number of people who will take those on benefits and educate landlords on what we can do 

The seasonality of the homeless problem needs a more in depth study , i.e it is preferable to be homeless in 
Cornwall in the summer than perhaps in one of our major cities , winter will always see an increase of people 
leaving the streets.A closer link with DAAT, probation and the criminal justice departments would produce a more 
joined up approach.This should now be extended to include providers of mental health provision and the NHS 
with regard to discharges. 

no 

We need to look more to our own and take care of them, we are not a dumping ground from the major cities. 

N/A 

no 

Only that the onus should be on finding homes and not just housing. 

Impact on your personal life and mental health regardless of your social standing 

Reads well, good luck. 

Can you please add something regarding homelessness in children under 18 particularly 16-18 years 

Having services local to where the problems are for ease of use. 

the development and use of innovative and targeted initiatives Such as 'Housing First' (amongst other) which draw 
agencies with joint outcome interest to contribute to supporting the issue. 

We all need to lobby parliament to scrap the vagrancy act 

No wrong door 
Single client plan with a lead worker with the best relationship to mirror complex needs 
Workforce development including as a priority Trauma informed care 

Could filter down to local town councils and parish councils to put forward schemes in their areas to avoid ‘not in 
my backyard’ debates.  i.e each area has to provide a proportion of affordable single person homes to the amount 
of properties in the area.  Developing a property based rather than person on a register based feels fairer than 
current systems in place. 
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Appendix 8: Question 7: Is there anything else we need to add in terms of advice and 
guidance? (Please indicate which bullet referring to) 
 

have a dedicated number, contact information, make this widely available and for all other services to have this to 
give to people ( social services, healthcare practitioners ect)  

no 

Preventive work (while agreeable) may be resource intensive and necessarily involve many partners (CAB, DWP 
etc etc) in an ideal world. 
'HRAact' (Housing Reduction?). The personal housing plan may need to stretch into other areas about debt, how 
to make a living, training etc. 
Homeless Households without local connection. Why would this be? Is there something about the marketing 
messages that Cornwall sends out as a place to be? There may also be something about where people come from 
that is not being addressed. 

Ensure that the benefits agency, GP surgeries, health and community centres, local charities etc. have simple 
notices that advise people of what to do to prevent homelessness and what to do if they are concerned.   

See previous comments 

Develop an educational programme for delivery into schools about housing options, what housing choices are 
realistically available and how to avoid becoming homeless.  

Closure liaison with CAB and residential and community rehabilitation centres will ease the disconnect between 
the various sign posting agencies. 
This in turn will ensure that the obligations of the HRAct are discharged in a financially expedient way. 

no 

When a home is given, if they mistreat or cause social problems within the first 12 months they will be evicted. 

N/A 

Also help working class who have problems with housing 

Ensure principles of Southwark ruling are in place for children aged 16-18 presenting as homeless. 

No. 

Ensuring 'signposting' is promoted within contact agencies to ensure that no individuals are overlooked. 

No wrong door 

Safety – how to stay safe on the streets, wellbeing, needle exchange..  
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Appendix 9: Question 8: Have you any comments to make on the proposals listed under 
‘Homelessness Services’? (Please indicate which bullet referring to) 
 

‘Tell the story once’ may not be possible as they present in crisis they can be in a chaotic state, which requires 
intervention to re-establish some stability.  

no clear and informative  

aren't the open market and 80% open market rents too high, in light of local salary levels and austerity measures 
eg universal credit? 

Use of voluntary groups and other partners to deliver services eg food bank, “soup kitchens” addaction, and disc 
Newquay who purport to deliver a range of services  

Self help tools: is there any evidence that these are effective? Is there a way to back up with some facilitation and 
guidance face to face? 
Officer training: needs to be classroom based (not over the net) and would benefit from officers from other 
disciplines receiving it or perhaps a version of it. 

More supported accommodation for those who aren't just offenders or addicts. 
More support from Social Services and the NHS 

Why have this service as an “arms length service” Cornwall Council has the facilities and information supported by 
staff o handle this in house. Rather than seeking the information twice join up the relevant departments to allow 
information sharing in order to ensure that the “story is only told once”. This will not be popular but will have 
considerable savings financially and will increase efficiency. Greater use should be made of Cornwall Councils 
existing property portfolio to enable coverage of the county. 

no 

N/A 

No. 

continued improvements to the stakeholder awareness is useful for referral purposes, Devon and Cornwall Police 
have staff within Private sector areas of housing with CC and this has proved valuable in maximizing risk factors at 
an early stage by providing clear routes of communication linked with a understanding of the purpose. 

Also staff development in MH; D & A; DASV 
Clarity of services available for individuals 

Develop a referral pathway into accommodation and support services – this is part of the empowering 
independence contract work.. 

Bullet point 2 - Self help tools are great idea but there needs to be some public awareness that they exist – there 
are still people who don’t know where to start with accessing support around homelessness until they reach crisis 
and some misinformation/myths (often perpetrated on social media) that leads people to think that they will not 
be helped if they don’t have children, aren’t on benefits/vulnerable etc.   
Bullet point 5 - Please can we include Domestic Abuse awareness training in the list  
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Appendix 10: Question 9: Do you have any comments to make about ‘Prevention Tools’? 
Are there any other tools we should be considering? (Please indicate which bullet 
referring to) 
 

8th bullet incomplete 
4th bullet - UC claim; DWP need to be part of the front line intervention to prevent descent into homelessness. 

being proactive and aware of all different types of homelessness including sofa surfing / young and vulnerable 
people staying in surf lodges/ temporary accommodation which isn't a home.  

No 

Last item: "Work to im" ?! 

Raising public awareness needs to include attacking the causes of debt and risk factors such as gambling which 
elements of our economy are based on. Research accessed by the Council through Experian in 2010 suggested 
that even those on higher wages and salaries in Cornwall were susceptible to debt because people tended to 
'spend up' to their resources - there is not a culture of saving.  
The last bullet is missing (?) but apart from that please see my previous answers. 

See previous notes 

Last bullet incomplete 

Prevention tools should include demonstrating the advantages of functional family units and the numerous 
advantages of self help and family unity. 
Early intervention and education in basic citizenship at schools would pay dividends. 

no 

Good words but in reality no one is ever there. 

N/A 

Working with landlords to ensure accommodation is affordable and in good state of repair.  

Discharge planning tools ( system based) eg for those coming out of mental health provision, hospital  

No. 

Include joint working on individual client cases 

Bullet point 1 – could MARAC and Sanctuary be referenced as tools to enable individuals to stay in their own 
homes where it is safe and appropriate to do so.  
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Appendix 11: Question 10: Is there anything else you would like to add into this priority? 
 

focus on the person  

consider where you are housing the person, is the area suitable if the person is vulnerable, should they be housed 
away from areas where they might be targeted by those who use drugs or commit crime 

No 

No 

The paying of rent should go directly to the landlord not via the customer who receive benefits.  This would 
eliviate rent arrears and hence homelessness. 

See above 

no 

N/A 

No. 

no  

Homeessness support to other agencies or delivered in surgeries at other locations such as Addaction or refuges 
or rehabs etc. 

There is reference to working with partner agencies to tackle wider health issues – could we also seek to work 
with partner agencies and landlords to tackle and respond to domestic abuse – although domestic abuse is 
mentioned at the beginning it would be great if we could be more explicit especially in light of a potential DA Bill 
being passed.  

The landlord Incentive Scheme has been extremely effective in decreasing bed-blockage in Supported 
Accommodation and preventing early tenancy breakdown so a prevention tool could be to continue to work with 
the private rented sector to not only prevent homelessness but prevent there being a block for rough sleepers to 
access services. 
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Appendix 12: Question 11: Have you any comments to make on the ‘loss of home’ 
section? (Please indicate which bullet referring to) 
 

aim higher, always aim to not just meet the 6 weeks target say, do all that is possible to have a family places in a 
shorter timeframe  

consider where you are housing them, i.e if they work they are not housed somewhere that would stop them 
from getting to work, (bullet 2) 
No 16/17 year should be in accommodation they should either in care or foster care, and that those leaving care 
should have access to a small flat and training in budgeting and further helped by social services to continue 
education or job searching 

all sounds great 

Really important to have a principle (unless there is a reason not to from the family or individual point of view) to 
house people within their existing community to maintain family and social connections (First Bullet) 
The approach with young people is correct and there will obviously be resources why this cannot be extended: but 
should it be extended to care leavers? People in that transitional, early 20s period can find the route to adulthood 
challenging. 

Other than how is this going to be realistically achieved, especially in August? This needs investment and the 
purchasing of appropriate accommodation. It also is not enough in the long term to buy B&B accommodation and 
say that it is no longer B&B just because we own it. This will create problems in the long run 

If any policy is to be credible in needs to be fully inclusive and not differentiate between degrees of 
homelessness.B&B is not acceptable but may prove to be unavoidable in some cases. 

no 

This does not allow for people being made homeless because they are a public threat and nuisance, and have no 
intention of blending into society. 

N/A 

There should be clear guidance/contact details - people need to be made aware of who to contact/where to go. In 
house emergency accommodation should replace B&B as soon as possible.  

Is it possible to work with holiday rental owners/sites to negotiate/acquire ‘winter let’ options for emergency 
housing rather than B&B for temp accommodation?  
Is it possible to tap into the large number of empty houses in the county? 

Like these bullet points! 

The public need to know where to get advice, get it locally and be able to understand what is available to them 
before it gets too bad. 

Working with other agencies to find solutions for those with complex needs 
Continued work on protocols to support those leaving refuges and rehabs 

Develop tenancy sustainment training 

Main comment is ensuring that temporary accommodation options are safe as that was a key theme from our 
feedback, that people felt safer on the streets than staying in the night shelter where people were having things 
stolen or being threatened. 

Last bullet point – commitment to engaging in the MARAC process in cases of domestic abuse to ensure that the 
authority plays an active part in the multi-agency response to domestic abuse  
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Appendix 13: Question 12: Have you any comments to make on this section? (Please 
indicate which bullet referring to) 
 

4th bullet - good point as CH Outreach worker time is limited, and problems can present any time any day of the 
week. 

safe spaces where homeless people can stay with their dogs is so important. Often homeless people wont go into 
shelters where they would be safe as they cant take their pets who are their best friends and always there for 
them.  
Dog friendly shelters should be a priority for the council in all of the main towns, Truro, Bodmin, St Austell, 
Newquay, Penzance, Bude, Saltash ect  

eradicating homelessness is a pipe dream, some people have no want to be in "the system" and would not be able 
to cope and would not be able to look after the property.  

all sounds great 

Point two - what do you mean by "flexible short term bed (sit up) spaces"? 

The point about seasonal working is an important one. This can affect those skills which are in high demand 
(chefs) but also are related to (sometimes) a lifestyle choice. There may be an opportunity to work with 
geographically targeted employers. 

We need to be realistic about how many people are actually out there, even if only part time 
We need food banks to be able to support those in tents or B&Bs better 

Explore the seasonal element of rough sleeping in Cornwall and make a case for additional central funding if it can 
be demonstrated. 

no 

Aghain why are they rough sleeping and where have they come from, we are not here to provide for people from 
outside of cornwall. 

N/A 

Fast access to housing - accommodating pets is very important - people shouldn't have to choose between 
housing or keeping their pets. 

Is it possible to work with holiday rental owners/sites to negotiate/acquire ‘winter let’ options for emergency 
housing rather than B&B for temp accommodation?  
Is it possible to tap into the large number of empty houses in the county? 

Good communication network between the police, health, mental health, homeless workers etc. is vital. 

The Management of public perception of homeless issues can be a concern (In that it can inflate a problem and 
create an over negative perception of the people affected,  this can all result in a media driven over reaction 
which could possibly be managed by early identification and engagement. 

Linking the RS outreach services to all the other commissioned and community services 

Main comment is ensuring that temporary accommodation options are safe as that was a key theme from our 
feedback, that people felt safer on the streets than staying in the night shelter where people were having things 
stolen or being threatened. 

Sitting up for more than 24 hours is not ideal in terms of people’s wellbeing…if a homeless person is arrested they 
are given a bed to lie down on so can they not qualify for the same treatment when accessing short-term 
interventions that are supposed to be flexible?  
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Appendix 14: Question 13: Is there anything else you would like to add into this priority? 
 

no 

no 

No 

Not without getting political 

Look for options to provide HMOs for rough sleepers 

No. 

no 

N/A 

further from comments around homeless count issues for clarity of issue 
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Appendix 15: Question 14: Have you any comments to make on the ‘complex needs’ 
section? (Please clearly indicate which bullet you are referring to) 
 

sometimes those fleeing domestic violence need places to stay temporarily that their pet (cat, dog ect ) can stay 
with them. This time is traumatic enough especially for children without being able to keep their pet ( member of 
the family) more pet friendly accommodation should be provided 

all sounds good 

Define 'Housing First' model. 

How will this work with both the Mental Health and Adult Social care services being in crisis. They are refusing 
people who need their support because they need to triage what support they give. We see all the time capacity 
decisions being made that are ludicrous, them refusing to accommodate when the duty is theirs, those needing 
help being released from care and so on.  

Covered previously 

no 

N/A 

Can we refer to a System wide plan rather that a single multi-agency plan… this continues to refer to individual 
agencies and not an Integrated system. 

Give priority to accommodating people as individuals as well as families.  More affordable housing. 

we would fully support the SCP plan. and would highlight the already mentioned issue of data sharing as being 
crucial in management to best effect of complex needs cases both as individuals and from the support worker 
perspective. 

To have CN more explicit from the beginning. 
No wrong door 
All agencies to be equipped to deal with multiple needs 
Inclusive services - trauma informed with very limited evictions/exclusions  if at all 

Use small community models rather than dispersed models when designing accommodation interventions for 
people with severe and long-standing complex needs.  The Housing First principles can still be embraced by doing 
this and giving people the choice to live in an understanding, community setting could be key in stabilising and 
reducing isolation.  In many other countries this is offered for Housing First and it does not create ghettos if done 
in the right way.   
Naloxone training for every frontline worker likely to work with drug users, especially those going into people’s 
homes.   
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Appendix 16: Question 15: Have you any comments to make on this section? (Please 
clearly indicate which bullet you are referring to) 
 

pets to be considered, each case assessed individually  

bullet 1 - find the accommodation for those with complex needs, do not ask them to bid.  

all sounds good 

No 

Sounds great in principle, when will we know about it on the front line and when will we be able to access it. 
This is great but we simply need landlords to take people who are on benefits and for rents to be affordable. Do 
that and 80-90% of our homeless cases vanish and we can spend the time working with those who actually need 
support. Otherwise we have to keep saying that the HRA means folk have to go fend for themselves because our 
caseloads are too high to do anything else. 

Ensure that the issue of lack of employment is address3 as a priority. This should as a theme run alongside all othe 
interventions. 

no 

N/A 

No. 

we will continue to support our seconded worker with the Private landlord team and towards initiatives such as 
somewhere safe to stay and housing first. 

Joint housings plans with clients and other agencies 
use of time credits where appropriate to promote inclusion 

Last bullet point – include support to access recovery programmes which helps sustain tenancy?  
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Appendix 17: Question 16: Have you any comments to make on the ‘maximising available 
housing options’ section? (Please clearly indicate which bullet you are referring to) 
 

pet friendly, individual focused  

bullet - private rented sector - commit to helping the renters by paying the deposit which many do not have - if 
they wreck the property then they are not entitled to further help. 
Wider housing solutions -  affordable does not exist especially if you are on the verge of homelessness - social rent 
in a variety of properties including bungalows, flats   

Yes, please stop housing associations selling any stock at all - why are they allowed to sell good quality social 
housing just because it helps them pay their large salaries and bonus payments? 

CRLA'? 
Need for new homes is also migration led - which is very high in national terms. How many of these are making 
themselves homeless by moving to Cornwall? Is there more that could be done with external messages? 

Ensuring that planning decisions meet the needs of the most vulnerable and not the wealthiest - more affordable 
accommodation with support systems in place with better access to public transport for the most cut off 
communities! 

Again great, but will it happen? 
You also need a focus on 4 and 5 bedroom houses. These are only luxury homes in Cornwall, we need them on the 
standard market too 

Bullet 1 oooo A lot of homeless single people are prepared to share accommodation - Empty Offices/Houses 
within the council should be adapted where a bed is provided with the use of Kitchen and Bathroom.  This would 
enable the homeless person to obtain a home address for the purpose of getting a job - then when a job is 
obtained a portion of their income is banked for a future downpayment on a rented property. 

Affordable home targets should be realistic and based on proven fact, they should then be employed in all future 
decisions that govern housing provision. 
It should also be acknowledged that the first and immediate priority should be for housing for permanent 
occupation , not second homes and not holiday units. The authority needs to demonstrate it is serious in intent if 
it to have an impact upon homelessness. 

no 

 Wider housing solutions ' point: Have second homes and holiday homes been considered for a safe space for 
people to go? Homes sit empty in Cornwall and this is an issue yet an opportunity.  
 I understand specific requirements must be met in these exceptional circumstances, however could a monitored 
scheme with trained professionals be created? Perhaps involve neighbourhood schemes also?  

Instead of agreeing to mass private house building to be sold at prices far above the local income you should only 
give planning permission if over 40% are for council housing. 

Is it possible to work with holiday rental owners/sites to negotiate/acquire ‘winter let’ options for emergency 
housing rather than B&B for temp accommodation?  
Is it possible to tap into the large number of empty houses in the county? 

Sounds good. 

no 

The housing course where individuals will have evidence that they have undertaken a course to evidence they 
understand how to maintain a tenancy,  TRIGVA? 

 



 

Information Classification: PUBLIC 

Appendix 18: Question 17: Is there anything else you would like to add into this priority? 
 

no 

no 

No 

See above 

Any benefits which include rent - rent should be paid direct to the landlord hence taking a large burden off the 
customer of having to allocate this money.  Then that family would not lose their home for rent arrears. 

Failure to demonstrate this clear intent will result in muddled policy and the failure to convince the electorate to 
buy in to the process 

no 

N/A 

See above 

No. 

no 
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Appendix 19: Question 18: This section is currently being developed. Is there anything 
you consider is essential to add into this section? 
 

What happens to ‘Navigator’ Role once funding ends in 2020? 
Charities run on just a few £thousands per year - consider offering them ‘crisis funds’ for direct intervention eg 
£250 but issued in max £30 units and recorded. 
Once such intervention could save an Outreach worker hours of time and/or travel hence could be more cost 
effective. 
This could be trailed at low risk due to the small sums involved. 

pets, shelters set up that welcome pets, allow homeless people to receive support and guidance whilst keeping 
their pet is crucial  

Yes - I would create two delivery teams (a firm of contractors, employers agents, engineers and architect in each 
team) to crack on with development projects across Council land - even a small piece of land in Falmouth can 
house 12 good quality flats - ensure full buy-in from local councilors who may be concerned about votes from 
NIMBYs 

Strategy mapping as I suggested before. 
Outcome focused (but I know that this needs to be measurable in some sense) perhaps with feedback from 
service users more prominently in performance management. 

Consult and use people from all sections and all levels, ask us directly, sit with us, see what the front line is like, 
actually understand the HRA and how we have to implement it. Make sure all partner agencies understand our 
limitations 

Ensure that the right people in the agencies or council are involved at the start of the process with the authority 
to commit time and resource. 
Keep all policies simple and easy to implement. 
Ensure that all decisions are implemented in a timely manner 
Keep the applicant informed at all stages of the process. 
Use IT to communicate wherever possible and ensure a provider/ mentor is available should compute literacy be 
an issue. 
Consider the use off Councillor division members as advocates 
Consider the use of Town and Parish Clerks As Local clearing centre and points of contact. The provisions of the 
Localism Act 2011 will enable this approach and would in all likely hood generate central funding as being 
innovative. 

no 

Who do we help, we can not help every one, should there be priorities. 

Mix all types of people in this effort - children, elderly and in between. We can all help in some way! 

See previous! 

Keep the public informed as to what is happening and what the plans are and where the money is being spent. 

How to identify and share good practice - so that interventions can be captured and incorporated into 
policy/procedure and so that operational toolkits/guidance can be developed 

joint agency expectations and undertakings 
commitment to information sharing 
ability to access right point of contact first time  

The only comment I would make is I feel Cornwall should have a robust policy to rehabilitate any vacant and 
unused property back as available accommodation. This could include industrial or commercial property and 
holiday accommodation left empty for an extended periods of time. 

Perhaps this section could be an ideal opportunity to work with reps from all the relevant agencies, including the 
DASV specialists, to co-produce the objectives and what the performance measures would look like (if that’s 
possible/practical?)  
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Appendix 20: Question 19: Do you think a new homelessness forum for Cornwall would 
support partnership working? 
 

This costs time and travel expense - something charities will struggle with hence you effectively exclude them. 
Please consider the cost of say 10 employees at a meeting - especially in the context of crisis funds being handed 
out in £10 increments, or the fact that people are queuing at food banks. 

yes, partnership working is crucial  

Yes 

it might work 

Yes 

If you mean, "Will a forum help different agencies work together more effectively to prevent and remedy 
homelessness?" then yes, it might do so. As long as it doesn't get too bogged down in jargon and talking at each 
other. 

Yes definitely one that doesn’t include [named person] 

Yes, but needs input from other disciplines. 

Yes but needs representation from (ex) homeless people which carries decisional weight.   

No. 
The other agencies do not have the time for this and they do not understand that it is the responsibility of clients 
to find their own home. It doesn't matter how many times you say this in partnership meetings they still talk 
about waiting lists and us finding somewhere 

As long as the partnership is a working one without having top heavy wages paid out. 

Yes it is important to have representation from all agencies including housing, health (and mental health), social 
care services 

As long as it has short lines of control and is not overly  complex and not too large.  

yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes as we have already seen that the CRSOG has, as long as the people around the table see the benefit of it. I 
welcome more interventions that encourage agencies to work differently to cater for the needs of the service 
users rather than the agency.  

Yes. 

yes, if fairly infrequent as there are several housing based meetings currently in existence, unless some were 
amalgamated. 

Yes 

A clear structure as to how it fits/feeds into other groups such as Safer and RS op group and safer towns and 
cohort meetings where towns discuss groups of complex individuals  

Yes great idea 

Yes as long as it has a task and finish approach – can we please ensure that DASV providers are represented in the 
membership   

Yes it might do but how will this be measured and will partners be under pressure to attend but then their views 
not listened to / taken forwards because it functions as a Cornwall Council forum rather than true multi-agency 
group and would by nature be a hierarchical structure that only observed priorities of the strategy rather than 
considering development more organically at times.  This happens at the CRSOG and can sometimes mean that 
homeless people are put at risk despite advice / input from agencies trying to help them.  
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Appendix 21: Question 20: Have you any comments to make on this section? Is there 
anything else we should be considering within this section? 
 

A central body that can issue updates or newsletter and information sheets will be essential to upskill and 
maintain skills of volunteers etc - input to a forum by mail saves meeting time and travel time cost CO2 etc. 

no 

no 

No 

Education of the public, agencies and landlords 

Communication with the general public and a clear notification of results to clients will be critical if it is to be 
successful  

no 

N/A 

Get a good variety of people from all walks of life.  Maybe someone who has been homeless on the panel. 

no 
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Appendix 22: Question 21: Are there any other comments you would like to make that 
are not currently covered within this draft strategy? 
 

all comments already made  

Only the part I wrote about Pets 

no 

No 

Please condider what Street Pastors are achieving and could offer advice. 

The use of lay members from the business community would help to keep the process grounded and give 
whatever is eventually decide upon more credibility. 

no 

N/A 

No. 

no 

It will also be important if we can to refer to the UN Convention for the Rights of the Child within the strategy or 
plan, particularly Article 27 (adequate standard of living) - Every child has the right to a standard of living that is 
good enough to meet their physical and social needs and support their development. There is also a right about 
children and young people accessing reliable information to support their needs, so I guess this will also be part of 
the delivery plan?  

I am aware there was Open Door scheme for leaving care young people, where people with a spare room could be 
matched with a young person. I know that not all adult single people are alcholics or drug addicts needing 
specialist help so why could there not be a similar scheme for adults. This need not necessarily be a permanent 
arrangement but one until the person was back on their feet. 

As for families where life has taken the turn for the worse, if they are in their own home with a mortgage, would it 
not be possible that rather than them losing their home and the obvious effect on children, that the Council could 
arrange with the mortgage provider, to pay 'interest only' for them for a determined period when, hopefully, their 
problems would be solved. This would quite often be much less than aternative accommodation. 

 


